Spreading, evaporation, and contact line dynamics of surfactant-laden microdrops.
An optical technique based on the reflectivity measurements of a thin film was used to experimentally study the spreading, evaporation, contact line motion, and thin film characteristics of drops consisting of a water-surfactant (polyalkyleneoxide-modified heptamethyltrisiloxane, called superspreader) solution on a fused silica surface. On the basis of the experimental observations, we concluded that the surfactant adsorbs primarily at the solid-liquid and liquid-vapor interfaces near the contact line region. At equilibrium, the completely wetting corner meniscus was associated with a flat adsorbed film having a thickness of approximately 31 nm. The calculated Hamaker constant, A = -4.47 x 10(-)(20) J, shows that this thin film was stable under equilibrium conditions. During a subsequent evaporation/condensation phase-change process, the thin film of the surfactant solution was unstable, and it broke into microdrops having a finite contact angle. The thickness of the adsorbed film associated with the drops was lower than that of the equilibrium meniscus. The drop profiles were experimentally measured and analyzed during the phase-change process as the contact line advanced and receded. The apparent contact angle, the maximum concave curvature near the contact line region, and the convex curvature of the drop increased as the drop grew during condensation, whereas these quantities decreased during evaporation. The position of the maximum concave curvature of the drop moved toward the center of the drop during condensation, whereas it moved away from the center during evaporation. The contact line velocity was correlated to the observed experimental results and was compared with the results of the drops of a pure alcohol. The experimentally obtained thickness profiles, contact angle profiles, and curvature profiles of the drops explain how the surfactant adsorption affects the contact line motion. We found that there was an abrupt change in the velocity of the contact line when the adsorbed film of the surfactant solution was just hydrated or desiccated during the phase-change processes. This result shows the effect of vesicles and aggregates of the surfactant on the shape evolution of the drops. For these surfactant-laden water drops, we found that the apparent contact angle increased during condensation and decreased during evaporation. However, for the drop of a pure liquid (n-butanol and 2-propanol) the apparent contact angle remained constant at a constant velocity during condensation and evaporation. The contact line was pinned during the evaporation and spreading of the surfactant-laden water drops, but it was not pinned for a drop of a pure alcohol (self-similar shape evolution).